WELCOME TO OUR CORNER
OF CONSERVATION

For over 30 years, Artisans, Inc. has worked with outdoor organizations to create quality garments. Through our long-term relationships with the organizations in this catalog, we’ve developed a passion for the conservation of habitat and wildlife across North America.

ConservationCorner™ is your connection to the many organizations that are dedicated to the preservation of the habitats that protect the thousands of plant and animal species we all enjoy. We not only support the hunt, we support the habitat. Our products create mass advertising for our partnered organizations and the retailers that carry our products. We could not be more excited about this partnership to aid everyone in continuing the efforts of sportsmen and sportswomen to fund conservation.
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ARTISANS
100% EMPLOYEE OWNED
If you’re a sportsman or sportswoman, you’re a conservationist.

45.2 MILLION ACRES CONSERVED AND COUNTING

We’re in your corner

Ducks Unlimited

Pheasants Forever

Quail Forever

The Habitat Organization

The Habitat Organization
Our Core Values

SPORTSMEN & SPORTSWOMEN

Man has hunted since he walked the Earth.

Every early culture relied on hunting for survival. Through hunting, man forged a connection with the land and learned quickly that stewardship of the land went hand-in-hand with maintaining wildlife — and their own way of life.

WATER

In this lifetime, water will become a scarcity.

We’re making an effort to change that.

Having the opportunity to place some kind of protection on a favorite hunting spot would be a no-brainer for almost every waterfowl hunter. The Clean Water Restoration Act offers the opportunity to place protection on many hunters’ favorite spots.

WETLANDS

It’s time to “Rescue Our Wetlands”

Ducks Unlimited Inc., Ducks Unlimited Canada, and Ducks Unlimited de Mexico, along with Wetlands America Trust, are committed to making our vision a reality through the new Rescue Our Wetlands campaign. These funds will be used to conserve vital wetlands and other wildlife habitats on North America’s most important waterfowl landscapes.

UPLANDS

Quail Forever: The Habitat Organization

Two factors affect quail populations above all others—habitat and weather. While we can’t control the weather, we can influence the quality and quantity of upland habitat. Habitat is what supports long-term strong and healthy quail populations.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife habitat faces monumental challenges in an ever-changing world.

Agricultural expansion, a growing population, water wars, urban sprawl and oil and mineral exploration are all threats to the habitats pheasants, quail and other wildlife call home. If there are to be places for wildlife going forward, we’ll have to work harder, be more creative, and build more partnerships than ever before,
Ducks Unlimited is the world’s leader in wetlands and waterfowl conservation.

DU got its start in 1937 during the Dust Bowl when North America’s drought-plagued waterfowl populations had plunged to unprecedented lows. Determined not to sit idly by as the continent’s waterfowl dwindled beyond recovery, a small group of sportsmen joined together to form an organization that became known as Ducks Unlimited. Its mission: habitat conservation. Thanks to decades of abiding by that single mission, Ducks Unlimited is now the world’s largest and most effective private waterfowl and wetlands conservation organization. DU is able to multilaterally deliver its work through a series of partnerships with private individuals, landowners, agencies, scientific communities and other entities.

Ducks Unlimited: Our Mission

Ducks Unlimited conserves, restores, and manages wetlands and associated habitats for North America’s waterfowl. These habitats also benefit other wildlife and people.

Ducks Unlimited

Lace Up Hoodie
Our upscale hooded pull-over offers lightweight sweater fleece and a thermal inner lining in the hood. Wide ties and inner neck taping, 1 x 1 rib at bottom hem and wrists, and a shallow kangaroo pocket. 7.5 oz. 100% polyester.

PF507027-201022A
DU Etched Patch
013-Charcoal
S-XXL

Hudson Sweater Vest
This comfortable vest features zipper windflap with garage, zippered pockets, front side gussets, inner moon patch, and taped neckline. 8.5 oz. polyester sweater fleece.

PF507122-201022A
DU Etched Patch
001-Black
S-XXL
Take the path less traveled in our Expedition Jacket.

This performance jacket features a woven poly blend outer fabric bonded with polyester fleece, resulting in superior warmth and softness. Other great features include a wind flap and zipper garage for front zipper, zippered front pockets, angled shoulder yokes, and a drop tail back. Silver heat transferred DU Logo on left chest.

8.8 oz. poly/spandex blend.
Gavin Full Zip
A stylish look with a very soft feel.
The Gavin features a zip through stand up collar, zippered arm and side pockets, taped neckline, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF507121-201024B
DU Logo Duet (Embroidered)
001-black
S-XXL

Abby Full Zip
A flattering and classic style, the Abby features a zip through stand up collar, zippered pockets, taped neckline, front princess seams, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF607124-201024A
DU Logo Duet (Embroidered)
030-grey
S-XXL
Our cozy hooded pullover is great for any outdoor adventure.

Calli Hooded Pullover
Hemmed long sleeves and curved bottom hemline.
7 oz. cotton/poly French terry blend.

PF406103-201026A
DU Duck Head (Screen print)
416-Navy
364-Coastal Green
S-XXL
Frosted Sherpa Vest
Front/back yokes, zip through stand up collar, taped neckline, inner back moon patch, front welt pockets, and shock cord hem. 9.7 oz, polyester sherpa.

PF507125-201027A
Aviano Soda Script Patch
055-Steel
S-XXXL

Frosted Sherpa Quarter Zip
Front/back yokes, zip through stand up collar, taped neckline, inner back moon patch, and side vents. 9.7 oz, polyester sherpa.

PF507126-201027A
Aviano Soda Script Patch
055-Steel
305-Hunter Green
S-3XL
FINE ART TEES
(S–3XL)

PF201160-200514A
Ducks Unlimited
Rivett
011-Dark Charcoal

PF201160-200620A
Ducks Unlimited
Boys Club
425-Slate

PF201160-201309A
Soft Landing
410-Navy

PF201160-200618A
10 Point Buck
310-Military
FINE ART TEES
(S-3XL)

FULL BACK PRINT
WITH DU LOGO PRINTED ON LEFT CHEST

PF201160-201028A
Sunset Dog Collage
040-Silver

PF201701-201030A
Woodland Deer Collage
429-Slate

PF201701-201031A
Marshland Duck Collage
250-Safari Green

PF201701-201031A
Marshland Duck Collage
319-Military
Our sublimated pillows are downright cozy.
MOSSY OAK BOTTOMLAND CAMO
(S-3XL)

PF507107H-201180A
DU Bottomland Duck Head
921-Gunmetal

PF505655-201180A
DU Bottomland Duck Head
105-Sandstone

PF507107H-201180A
DU Bottomland Duck Head
001-Black

PF505655-201180A
DU Bottomland Duck Head
810-Orange
About the National Wild Turkey Federation

When the National Wild Turkey Federation was founded in 1973, there were about 1.3 million wild turkeys in North America. After decades of work, that number hit a historic high of almost 7 million turkeys. To succeed, the NWTF stood behind science-based conservation and hunters’ rights. The NWTF Save the Habitat. Save the Hunt. initiative is a charge that mobilizes science, fundraising and devoted volunteers to raise $1.2 billion to conserve and enhance more than 4 million acres of essential wildlife habitat, recruit at least 1.5 million hunters and open access to 500,000 acres for hunting.

For more information, visit NWTF.org.
**Expedition Jacket**
Wind flap and zipper garage for front zipper, zippered front pockets, angled shoulder yokes, and a drop tail back. 8.8 oz. poly/spandex woven bonded blend.

PF567081-186143A
NWTF Logo
(Embossed)
001-Black
M-XXL

**Tori Performance Jacket**
Front shoulder yoke, front princess seams, zippered side pockets, and stand up collar. 8.8 oz. poly/spandex woven bonded blend.

PF567055-186143A
NWTF Logo
(Embroidered)
001-Black
S-XXL
Get to know our comfort zone.

Jackson Sweater Fleece
The Jackson features raglan saddle sleeves, contrasting color sleeves/wind flap/outer collar, contrasting color neckline taping, and decorative stitched sleeve and hems. 6.3 oz. polyester sweater fleece.
Jackson Sweater Fleece

PF507112-197701B
Clubbing Patch Duet
607-Gamet
S-XXL

PF507112-197701A
Clubbing Patch Duet
410-Navy
S-XXL

artisans 800 657 4766
Nova Quarter Zip
This trendy garment’s features include a hooded 1/4 zip, kangaroo pocket, ribbed cuff and bottom band, and braided drawcord with metal aglets, 8.8 oz. cotton/poly fleece blend.

Maverick Vest
Zippered and welted side pockets, stand up collar, contrasting color shoulder yokes and side gussets. 7oz. micro fleece.

PF507113-197701A
Clubbing Patch Duet
410-Navy
S-XXL

PF507112-197701B
Clubbing Patch Duet
507-Garnet
S-XXL

PF507109-197703A
Knock Out Duet (Embroidered)
611-Charcoal
S-3XL
Savannah
Raglan saddle shaped sleeves, mesh lined pockets, back drop tail hemline, princess seams, and self fabric cuff with lapped thumbhole.
4.4 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PFS07101-194257A
NWTF Circle Round Logo (Screen print)
355-Aquamarine
061-Black
S-XXL

Calli Hooded Pullover
Hemmed long sleeves and curved bottom hemline.
7 oz. cotton/poly French terry blend.

PF406103-197686A
NWTF Turkeys (Screen print)
430-Azure
364-Coastal Green
410-Navy
S-XXL
Men’s Tri Blend Tee
Taped neck and shoulders, ribbed crew neck, side seamed, and a classic fit.
3.7 oz. preshrunk poly/ringspun cotton/rayon jersey blend.

PF203032-197690A
NWTF Lifestyle Duet
2184Mocha
S-3XL

Men’s Long Sleeve Poly Tee
Set in sleeves, hemmed sleeves and bottom, side seamed, ribbed neckline, self fabric back neckline taping.
3.6 oz. preshrunk poly/ringspun cotton jersey.

PF203044-197690A
NWTF Lifestyle Duet
520-Heathered Red
S-2XL

Classic Hoodie
Kangaroo pocket and ribbed cuff and bottom band.
8 oz. cotton/poly fleece blend

PF505655-197689B
NWTF Encircled Duet
901-Forest Green
404-Indigo
S-3XL
Pheasants Forever was started in 1982 by a group of pheasant hunters who saw the connection between upland habitat loss and declining pheasant populations. In 2005, the organization added Quail Forever to address similar plummeting conditions for quail.

Today, Pheasants Forever & Quail Forever is America’s largest non-profit conservation organization focused on creating and improving upland habitat. Not only does the organization’s habitat mission benefit these beloved upland game birds, but this same habitat also improves conditions for monarch butterflies, honeybees, songbirds, water quality, and soil health.

Although we’re extremely proud of our accomplishments, we realize that when your work is conservation, the work is never done. We invite you to learn more about our organization and become a member at www.PheasantsForever.org or www.QuailForever.org.
Gavin Full Zip
A stylish look with a very soft feel.
The Gavin features a zip through stand up collar, zippered arm and side pockets, taped neckline, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF507121-201760A
Pheasants Forever Logo
(Embroidered)
001-Black
S-XXL

Abby Full Zip
A flattering and classic style, the Abby features a zip through stand up collar, zippered pockets, taped neckline, front princess seams, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF507124-201760A
Pheasants Forever Logo
(Embroidered)
030-Grey
S-XXL

Lace Up Hoodie
Our upscale hooded pullover offers midweight sweater fleece and a thermal inner lining in the hood. Wide ties and inner neck taping, 1 x 1 rib at bottom hem and wrists, and a shallow kangaroo pocket. 7.5 oz. 100% polyester.

PF507027-201760A
Pheasants Forever Logo
(Embroidered)
053-Salt n' Pepper
S-XXL
Etching our way to conservation.

Hudson Sweater Vest
This comfortable vest features zipper wind flap with garage, zippered pockets, front side gussets, inner moon patch, and taped neckline. Appliqued faux leather etched patch.
8.5 oz. polyester sweater fleece.
Hudson Sweater Vest

PF507122-201755A
Pheasants Forever Leather Etched Patch
001-Black
S-2XL
FINE ART TEES
(S-3XL)

PF201701-201325A
Sunburst Pheasants
810-Pumpkin

PF201160-201325A
Sunburst Pheasants
255-Safari Green

Pheasants Forever
THE HABITAT ORGANIZATION
FINE ART TEES
(S-3XL)

PF201701-201322B
Sporting Dog
213-Coffee

PF201160-201322A
Sporting Dog
105-Sandstone

PF201701-201324A
Frosty Morning Ringnecks
429-Slate

PF201160-201324A
Frosty Morning Ringnecks
310-Military

FULL BACK PRINT
WITH PHEASANTS FOREVER
LOGO PRINTED ON LEFT CHEST
Wander off in our polyester microfleece garments.
Gavin Full Zip
A stylish look with a very soft feel.
The Gavin features a zip through stand up collar, zippered arm and side pockets, taped neckline, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF507121-201925A
Quail Forever Logo (Embroidered)
001-Black
S-XXL

Abby Full Zip
A flattering and classic style, the Abby features a zip through stand up collar, zippered pockets, taped neckline, front princess seams, and exposed/reversed zippers.
7.5 oz. polyester micro fleece.

PF507124-201925A
Quail Forever Logo (Embroidered)
030-Grey
S-XXL
Hudson Sweater Vest
This comfortable vest features zipper windflap with garage, zippered pockets, front side gussets, inner moon patch, and taped neckline. 8.5 oz. polyester sweater fleece.
FINE ART TEES
(S-3XL)

FULL BACK PRINT
WITH QUAIL FOREVER
LOGO PRINTED ON LEFT CHEST

PF201701-201315A
A Day in the Field
O09-Heathered Charcoal

PF201160-201315A
A Day in the Field
105-Sandsstone

PF201160-201317A
Covey at the Ole’ Wagon
407-Marlin Blue